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Based on advanced neuroscience technology, IntelliGym simulates actual gameplay in a digital arena to help players better adapt to the shifting realities of real-time sports
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Improve Your Game Intelligence








The Soccer IntelliGym







The Hockey IntelliGym




More IntellGyms Coming Soon



The key to winning is in your head. The IntelliGym platform uses breakthrough technology to enhance cognitive development, proven to improve performance and trusted by over 50,000 athletes.

Make this a breakthrough year and take your game to the next level by using the IntelliGym platform. See the first results within 6 weeks!

Consistent training helps young athletes improve their awareness, anticipation, decision making, concentration, and execution, which in turn improves their performance and reduces their chances of injury.







The Soccer IntelliGym





	
Improve multiple skills by 30%



	
Increase important Soccer Intelligence



	
Make better in-game decisions



	
Read the game faster



	
Reduce injuries







Get started











The Hockey IntelliGym





	
Improve on-ice skills by 30%



	
Enhance important Hockey Sense



	
Make better in-game decisions



	
Increase awareness and anticipation



	
Reduce injuries







Get started














Clubs and Organizations Training With IntelliGym
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What Coaches, Parents and Players Are Saying
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Speed is the top priority in today’s game. In order to play with pace, you also have to think quickly and anticipate the next sequence of events. While it’s obvious where to go to work on your physical tools, IntelliGym can help with the cognitive part.


John Wroblewski, NTDP Head Coach
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Our club’s philosophy is to keep the ball under pressure while looking for the earliest opportunity to go forward. The Soccer IntelliGym is the perfect compliment to the vision training I do with my team and the players are excited about the potential to make better, quicker decisions under pressure.


Glenn Crooks, Former NCAA Head Coach, New Jersey Soccer Hall of Fame, Director Players Development Academy
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I enjoy my IntelliGym sessions and I appreciate its application to decision making on the ice. I would recommend this program to players who want to think the game better and faster. It’s like a workout for your hockey mind.


Jonah Desimone, Right Wing, Niagara Ice Dogs, Ontario Hockey League
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Game intelligence is one of the most important skills for playing at the top level. I’m glad I had the chance to use the IntelliGym to hone my soccer intelligence


Manor Solomon, Professional Soccer player who plays as an attacking midfielder or as a winger for the English Premier League club Fulham
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I believe that without the IntelliGym my son’s hockey sense and on ice awareness would not be where it is today, and he would not be getting the attention of the coaches at the next level.


Scott Adams, IntelliGym Parent
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We’ve seen real gains with my daughter since the beginning. She’s seeing the field better, has much better awareness. She just seems to know where players should be and it’s improved her positioning too.


Charles Chongo, IntelliGym Parent















Improve Your Game Intelligence

Join over 55,000 athletes who trust the IntelliGym to take their skills to the next level
















							

												

	
						
					
  
				  
				
				
								
					
		
					
	
		
			
				
																									
							IntelliGym® is a registered trademark of IntelliGym Labs Ltd, creator of the Soccer IntelliGym and the Hockey IntelliGym.
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Mailing address:

30 Chapin Road
Unit 1201
Pine Brook, NJ 07058



	USA (toll free): 1-800-383-1379

	Germany (kostenlos) +49-(0) 800-182-4860

	Austria (kostenlos) +43-(0) 800-802-652

	Netherlands (gratis) +31-(0) 800-022-3671

	support@intelligym.com
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